## Editorial Manager®/ProduXion Manager® Release Notification 21.13 (January 2022)

**AESR Enhancement: Exclude Empty Folders**

Automated Editor Summary Reminders (AESRs) are enhanced to suppress empty Editor folders from displaying in the reminder email sent to an Editor. If all Editor folders are empty, the Editor will not receive a reminder email.

**Recommendation**

EM Help will be updated with each release. Please recommend that your staff and users clear their browser cache regularly to ensure that they are accessing the most up-to-date content.
Automated Editor Summary Reminder Enhancement

User role impact: EDITOR

In EM, reminder emails can be sent automatically to an Editor (with permission to receive assignments). These Automated Editor Summary Reminders (AESRs) can include summaries from up to 11 assignment-related Editor Main Menu folders compiled in a single email.

AESRs are enhanced to suppress empty Editor folders from displaying in the reminder email sent to an Editor. If all Editor folders are empty, the Editor will not receive a reminder email.

TO CONFIGURE:
No new configuration is required.